Abstract. We study A-hypergeometric systems H A (β) in the sense of Gelfand, Kapranov and Zelevinsky under two aspects: the structure of their holonomically dual system, and reducibility of their rank module.
Introduction
Let A be a d× n-matrix with integer entries and distinct columns {a j }; we abuse notation and denote by A also the set of its columns. We assume throughout that ZA = Z d , and that A is pointed: the semigroup NA is to contain to units besides the origin. We denote by x A = {x j | a j ∈ A} a set of n indeterminates, and by ∂ A = {∂ j | a j ∈ A} the corresponding partial differentiation operators. Let D A be the Weyl algebra C x A , ∂ A and by R A the polynomial subring C[∂ A ].
Gelfand, Kapranov and Zelevinsky discuss in [2] the following D A -module H A (β). Let I A be the kernel of the map R A → C[t 1 , . . . , t d ] sending ∂ j to t aj where here and henceforth we freely use multi-index notation. For 1 ≤ i ≤ d put E i = In this paper we study H A (β) from two aspects of D-module theory: duality and reducibility. C n ) the holonomic dual corresponds to Verdier duality. N. Takayama conjectured that the holonomic dual of a GKZ-system H A (β) is another GKZ-system. We discuss this conjecture and prove that for any A and for generic parameters Takayama's conjecture holds. More precisely, we prove:
• If NA is a normal semigroup then the set of parameters β for which D(H A (β)) fails to be a GKZ-system is contained in a finite subspace arrangement of codimension at least three with rational coefficients.
• For arbitrary A, the set of parameters β for which D(H A (β)) is not a GKZ-system is contained in a finite hyperplane arrangement with rational coefficients.
• If dim(S A ) = 2 and β is A-exceptional in the sense that rk(H A (β)) is larger than usual (see [4] and below for details) then D(H A (β)) is not a GKZ-system. . Gelfand, Kapranov and Zelevinsky proved in [3] that an A-hypergeometric system H A (β) has irreducible monodromy representation if the parameter β is generic. In this note we prove that if β has the property that H A (β) has irreducible monodromy representation then all γ ∈ β + Z d have the same property; hence irreducibility descends to the quotient of C d modulo ZA. In particular, all β ∈ Z d give reducible systems. The basic principle of proof for these facts are the contiguity operators ∂ j : H A (β) → H A (β + a j ) used in conjunction with the mechanisms of Euler-Koszul homology from [4] .
Reducibility. A D
We further show with similar methods that if β is a rank-jumping parameter for A then H A (β) must have reducible monodromy. We show this by producing a natural morphism from H A (β) whose kernel exhibits a nontrivial submodule of
Toric modules and Euler-Koszul homology
In this section we recall some notions and results from [4] regarding toric modules, Euler-Koszul homology, and generalized A-hypergeometric systems. For notation, let us write
Definition 2.1. We ZA-grade R A and D A according to x j → a j , ∂ j → −a j . The i-th degree function we denote by deg i (−) so that deg(−) = (deg 1 (−), . . . , deg d (−)) and the degree of ∂ u ∈ R A is A · u. Note that
The canonical degree is ε A = a j , the degree of the generator of the canonical module of R A . We shall use "graded" and "homogeneous" to mean "ZA-graded" and "homogeneous with respect to the ZA-grading". We note that we do not require (1, 1, . . . , 1) to be in the rowspan of A, as I A may well not be projective.
Let S A be the toric ring R A /I A ; since I A is homogeneous, it inherits the ZAgrading from R A . A graded R A -module M is called a toric module if it has a finite filtration by A-graded R A -modules such that each filtration quotient is a finitely generated S A -module. We say that β ∈ C d is a true degree of the A-module M if β is contained in the set of degrees of M :
Moreover, we let the quasi-degrees of M be the points in the Zariski closure of tdeg(M ). For every toric module the quasi-degrees form a finite subspace arrangement where each participating subspace is a shift of a face of R ≥0 A by a lattice element.
The toric modules with ZA-homogeneous maps of degree zero form the category A -mods which is closed under graded subquotients and extensions.
For any toric R A -module M one can define a collection of d commuting en-
where
There is a functor K • (β; −) = K • (E − β; −) from the category of A-graded R Amodules to the category of complexes of ZA-graded D A -modules; its output are complexes concentrated between homological degrees 0 and d. It sends M to the Koszul complex defined by all morphisms E i − β i . The functor restricts to the category of toric modules on which it returns complexes with holonomic homology. By [4] , if −β is not a quasi-degree of M then K • (β; M ) is exact, while if dim(M ) = d and M is Cohen-Macaulay then K • (β; M ) is a resolution of its 0-th homology module. A short exact sequence
in A -mods induces a short exact sequence of Koszul complexes
which in turn produces a long exact sequence of Euler-Koszul homology
The grading interacts with Euler-Koszul homology as follows: for all α ∈ ZA,
where the left hand side is Euler-Koszul homology of the shifted module M while the right hand side is the shifted Euler-Koszul homology of M with shifted parameter. Finally, for all toric modules M there is a duality spectral sequence
where M ∨ is the result of applying the coordinate change x → −x to M .
Reducibility of hypergeometric systems
H and recall that (−)(x) is an exact functor. We use similar notation for morphisms, if φ : M → N then φ(x) : M (x) → N (x). In this section we investigate when the module H A (β)(x) has nontrivial submodules; in the absence of such submodules one says that H A (β) has irreducible monodromy. If H A (β)(x) is irreducible and if φ ∈ Hom DA (H A (β), C{x− c}) is any solution to H A (β) at the point c ∈ C n , then the D A -annihilator of φ(1) annihilates every single solution of H A (β). It is in this sense that the monodromy is irreducible: analytic continuation of any solution germ discovers all the others.
In our study of irreducibility we shall encounter the contiguity operators ∂ k :
Recall that there is a (0, 1)-filtration on D A that leads to an associated graded ring isomorphic to a ring of polynomials in 2n variables where the image of each x j has degree zero, and that of each ∂ j has degree one. This filtration relates to holonomic rank by the formula (see [6] )
for any holonomic module H.
3.1.
Reducibility and rank jumps. In this subsection we show that if a GKZsystem is rank-jumping then it cannot have irreducible monodromy. We do this by showing that the natural inclusion of S A into its normalizationS A exhibits a nontrivial submodule of H A (β)(x).
Lemma 3.1. Consider the generalized hypergeometric system H 0 (β;S A ). Its rank is equal to vol(A), independently of β.
Proof. We use the short exact sequence
where C is the ZA-graded cokernel of the natural embedding of S A intoS A . Normal seimgroup rings being Cohen-Macaulay, we obtain a natural 4-term exact sequence of Euler-Koszul homology
Since S A contains an ideal isomorphic to a graded shift ofS A , dim(C) < dim(S A ). In particular, for generic parameters β one has −β ∈ qdeg(C), the outer terms of the 4-term sequence are zero and the map ψ is an isomorphism. This means that for generic parameters, rk(H 0 (β;S A )) = rk(H 0 (β; S A )) = vol(A).
NowS A is a Cohen-Macaulay ring and hence a Cohen-Macaulay S A -module. By Corollary 9.2 in [4] ,S A has no exceptional parameters. Hence all β give the same rk(H A (β)), and as generic ones give rank vol(A), all parameters must. Remark 3.2. Pick a set of generatorsÃ for the normalization of NA. The volume of A is usually not equal to the volume ofÃ -even ifÃ is chosen minimally. So the expression rk(H 0 (β;S A )) depends strongly on the chosen base ring R. Unless indicated otherwise, we consider R A -modules. Now let β be rank-jumping for A, rk(H A (β)) > vol(A). SinceS A is CohenMacaulay, H 1 (β;S A ) = 0. With C =S A /S A , there is an exact sequence of type (3.1). By our lemma and the rank-jumping assumption, ker(φ)(x) = 0. We shall show that im(φ)(x) = 0 and thus prove Theorem 3.3. If β is rank-jumping for A then H A (β) has reducible monodromy; that is, H A (β)(x) has a nontrivial composition chain.
The proof of this theorem will occupy the remainder of this subsection.
Proof. Suppose the theorem is false and let (A, β) be a counterexample with minimal number of columns. Then rk(H A (β)) > vol(A) and H A (β)(x) is irreducible. In the light of the fact that ker(φ)(x) = 0, that means that
Since dim(C) < d, C has a composition chain whose factors are isomorphic to toric rings associated to proper faces of A. In particular, the S A -module C is annihilated by some monomial ∂ u ∈ R A . That implies that the submodule of H 1 (β; C) = H 0 (β; S A )(x) generated by ∂ u is the zero module.
Definition 3.4. For a fixed matrix A and a parameter β we set a β to be the subset of R A given by
)] and note that a β ⊇ I A for all A, β.
We now study general properties of a β .
Lemma 3.5. The set a β is an ideal of R A .
Proof. Obviously, a β is a C-vector space. Let P ∈ a β with f P ∈ D A (I A ,
), and Q ∈ D A . We shall prove that f ord(Q)+1 QP = 0 in H 0 (β; S A ), which in particular implies the lemma.
The claim is clearly true if the order of Q is zero since then f and Q commute. Assume that Q is order k > 0 and the claim has been proved for operators Q up to order k − 1. We have
. Now the operator [f, Q] has order smaller than k. It follows then by induction on the order of Q that
If P ∈ a β then we can write it as a finite sum P = α∈ZA P α where P α is homogeneous of degree α. Then since P and E i − β i are zero in H A (β)(x) we get that
In particular, α∈ZA α i P α ∈ a β . Repeated iteration implies that if P ∈ a β , then
The nonvanishing of the appropriate Vandermonde determinant assures that for all integers a the subsum α∈ZA | αi=a P α is in a β . Repeating this argument for all i it follows that P α ∈ a β . In particular, a β is a ZA-graded ideal containing I A .
Since in S A = R A /I A homogeneous elements of the same degree are constant multiples of each other, a β is an ideal of R A generated by I A and monomials. Proposition 3.6. Suppose H A (β)(x) is an irreducible module. Then there exists a monomial ∂ u with A · u = α such that a β−α is a prime ideal containing a β .
Proof. Since I A is prime, we may assume that a β strictly contains I A and that there is a product
We study the associated long exact sequence of Euler-Koszul homology:
The image of φ(x) is generated by the coset of
is not the zero map and since furthermore H A (β)(x) is irreducible, φ(x) is onto. This in turn implies that H 0 (β; S A / ∂ k ) has zero rank. By Proposition 5.3 in [4] , H i (β; S A / ∂ k ) = 0 for all i. Hence φ and φ(x) are isomorphisms. Since φ is right multiplication by ∂ k , any monomial ∂ w is in a β−a k if and only if ∂ w · ∂ k is in a β . In other words,
and by construction we have ∂ v−e k ∈ a β−a k \ a β . Iterating this procedure with β−a k we get an increasing sequence of ideals in R A . Observing that R A is Noetherian we arrive eventually at a parameter β−α ∈ β−NA such that for every
It follows that the ideal a β−α is prime.
Remark 3.7. We have even proved that a β−α = a β : ∂ u for a suitable u is an associated prime of a β .
Example 3.8. Let A = (1) and β ∈ C. Considering H A (β) for β ∈ N one easily checks that
We now introduce notation for each subset F of A. Definition 3.9. Let F be a subset of A. We write
and denote by D F the ring of C-linear differential operators on O F . The lattice of F is the group ZF , and we let E F stand for the truncated Euler operators
If F is the set of all columns a ∈ A such that L(a) = 0 for some fixed functional L : Z d → Z then we say that F is a prime face and define the ideals
The collection of all ideals I F A (where F runs through all prime faces of A) is identical with the collection of all ZA-graded prime ideals of R A that contain I A , which is in turn identified with the faces of the cone R + A. Definition 3.10. We say that A is a pyramid over the prime face F if |A \ F | = 1. In such a case, rk(F ) = rk(A) − 1. We call A a t-fold iterated pyramid if there is a prime face F of A such that |A \ F | = k and rk(A) = rk(F ) + k. This is equivalent to the existence of a sequence of prime faces A = F t ⊇ . . . ⊇ F 0 = F such that F i+1 is a pyramid over F i for all i.
We now return to our hypothetical irreducible rank-jumping module H A (β)(x) of minimal column number. By Proposition 3.6,
We note that the second factor is irreducible of rank one and consider now the hypergeometric system associated to F and β − α.
Lemma 3.11. Let F be a subset of A. The simplicial volume of F cannot exceed the simplicial volume of A (in their respective lattices). Moreover, suppose that F is a prime face of A such that the simplicial volume of A and the simplicial volume of F (in their respective lattices) are the same. Then A is an iterated pyramid over F .
Proof. Consider the following procedure. Let F 0 = F , let L 0 be the lattice spanned by F and let V 0 be the simplicial volume of F 0 . Let a j1 , . . . , a jt be the columns of
and let L i+1 and V i+1 be lattice and simplicial volume of
as a finite index subgroup. In the former case the simplicial volumes V i and V i+1 are computed with reference to the same lattice, and since F i+1 contains F i we see
and the first part of the lemma follows.
If now F = F t is a prime face with vol(F ) = vol(A) then V n = V t and the equality must hold throughout. We claim that this proves the lemma. For, assume that there is i ≥ t such that F i+1 is not a pyramid over F i , and pick the smallest value i ≥ t of that nature. Since the volumes are equal, we must have dim(F i ∪ {0}) = dim(F i+1 ∪ {0}) as otherwise F i+1 would be a pyramid over F i . Moreover, we must have a ji+1 ∈ L i ∩ conv(F i ∪ {0}). However, since F i is an iterated pyramid over F then the only points in the intersection of L i with the convex hull of F i and the origin are contained in L t ∪ {a j1 , . . . , a ji }. Since F is a prime face, a ji+1 cannot lie in L t , and the lemma follows.
Thus, returning to H F (β − α) in the theorem,
In order to use the minimality condition of our supposed counterexample we need to modify (F, β − α) to a case of full rank. Let (A ′ , β ′ ) be constructed as follows. First apply a generic element g of GL(d, Z) to the matrix (A, β − α). The effect is that now the rk(F ) top rows A ′ of g(F ) are linearly independent, and the other rk(A) − rk(F ) rows are Z-linear combinations of the rows of A ′ . The latter implies that the simplicial volumes of A ′ and of F are identical (although, of course, their convex hulls live in spaces of different dimension). Put β ′ to be the top rk(F ) rows of g(β − α). Then the rows of (F, β − α) are in the rowspan of (A ′ , β ′ ) and so
Above we have shown that rk(H
is rank-jumping with fewer columns than A. It follows that (A ′ , β ′ ) is not a counterexample to the theorem and hence H A ′ (β ′ )(x F ) has a nontrivial submodule. Any associated nontrivial sequence
when tensored over C with C(x A\F ), gives a nontrivial submodule for H A (β − α)(x) ∼ = H A (β)(x), contradicting our hypothesis that H A (β)(x) be irreducible.
3.2.
Reducibility for varying β. In this subsection we consider to what extent the property of H A (β) being irreducible is preserved under variation of the parameter.
Corollary 3.12 (to the proof of Theorem 3.3). Assume that H A (β) is irreducible.
Then there is a face F of A (this may be the trivial face F = A) and u ∈ N n with A · u = α ∈ NA such that (1) A is an iterated pyramid over F ,
Proof. Suppose H A (β) is irreducible and a β = 0. In Proposition 3.6 we have proved that there is α ∈ NA such that H A (β) ∼ = H A (β − α), the isomorphism is given by right multiplication on H A (β − α) by ∂ u with A · u = α, and a β−α = I F A is the prime ideal attached to the face F .
Let F = A \ F . Our hypotheses imply that
As at the end of the proof of Theorem 3.3, left multiply (A, β − α) by a generic element of GL(d, Z). Then the top dim(F ) rows (A ′ , β ′ ) of (gF, gβ − gα) give a GKZ-system H A ′ (β ′ ) that is isomorphic to H F (β − α) and where A ′ has full rank. In particular, 
. So vol(F ) = vol(A
By Lemma 3.11, A is thus an iterated pyramid over F . Finally, by construction a β−α = I F A and I F A ∩ R F = I F . We now state the main theorem in this subsection.
Proof. Let F be the smallest prime face of A such that A is an iterated pyramid over F . Let t = dim(A) − dim(F ). Suppose that the columns of F are the final columns of A. By means of an element g ∈ GL(Z d ) we can transform (A, β) into a matrix with block decomposition
where id t is the t × t identity matrix. Since A is an iterated pyramid over F , gA is an iterated pyramid over gF .
In particular, the rank of F ′ and the rank of F ′′ F ′ are equal. This means that F ′′ is in the rowspan of F ′ and so g can be chosen in such a way that F ′′ = 0. With this particular g we consider H gA (gβ). Since H A (β) ∼ = H gA (gβ) it is sufficient to prove the theorem under the assumption that g = 1 and A is already in the block form id t 0 0 F .
There is an isomorphism H
where D t is the Weyl algebra in x 1 , . . . , x t , and where β F are the last dim(F ) rows of β. The
)(x F ) is always irreducible, so all reducibility issues of H A (β) are determined by those of H F (β F ). According to our assumption, H F (β F ) is irreducible, and we wish to show that H F (γ F ) is irreducible for all γ ∈ β + ZF . This reduces the proof of the theorem to the case that A is not a pyramid at all.
We now assume that A is not a pyramid and that H A (β) is irreducible. Let γ ∈ β + Z d ; we shall show that H A (γ) is irreducible as well. By Corollary 3.12, A is a pyramid unless a β = I A . We conclude that a β = I A and so all maps
It is hence sufficient to show that H A (γ ′ ) is irreducible for some γ ′ ∈ γ + NA. Consider the intersection of β + NA and γ + NA. Since NA generates Z d as a group, this intersection will contain a subset of the form γ ′′ + NA. Since the set of exceptional parameters is a Zariski closed subset of positive codimension in C d , there is γ ′ ∈ (γ + NA) ∩ (β + NA) such that γ ′ is not a rank jump. Let u be an element of N n such that β + A · u = γ ′ and put A · u = α. Consider the short exact sequence
and the following part of the long exact Euler-Koszul sequence with parameter γ ′ :
is irreducible, the map φ(x) is either zero or injective.
We now prove that φ(x) cannot be zero. For, assume otherwise. Then H A (β)(x) is a quotient of H 1 (γ ′ ; S A / ∂ u )(x). Consider the Euler-Koszul complex on the module S A / ∂ u and let e 1 , . . . , e d be the canonical generators for the module K 1 (γ ′ ; S A / ∂ u ). As ∂ u e k = 0, for all k and for all P = x v ∂ w ∈ D A one has ∂ u P e k = [∂ u , P ]e k . Of course, the x-degree of [∂ u , P ] is less than that of x v . By iteration one sees that the coset of P e k is ∂ u -torsion. It follows that H 1 (γ ′ ; S A / ∂ u )(x), and hence its image in H A (β)(x), is ∂ u -torsion. If φ(x) is zero, the coset of 1 in H A (β) is annihilated by the product f ∂ ku of a nonzero polynomial f = f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and a high power of ∂ u . Since H A (β)(x) is irreducible and A is not a pyramid, the coset of ∂ ku generates H A (β)(x) for all k ∈ N. Since f ∂ ku is zero in H A (β), the support of H A (β) is then contained in the variety of f . In that case, its rank must be zero since rank is measured in a generic point, hence not in a point of Var(f ). But rk(H A (β)) ≥ vol(A ∪ {0}) ≥ vol({0}) = 1. This contradiction shows that φ(x) is nonzero and hence injective.
Since φ(x) is injective, the rank of H A (β) is a lower bound for the rank of
is not rank-jumping and so rk(H A (β)) = rk(H A (γ ′ )). By the sequence (3.3) the rank of H 0 (γ ′ ; S A / ∂ u ) is zero which by Proposition 5.3 of [4] means that
is irreducible. This concludes the proof.
Remark 3.14. It would be interesting to know how irreducibility is encoded in M. Saito's invariants E τ (β) discussed in [5] .
Remark 3.15. Mellin systems are special systems of differential equations that are satisfied by the roots of a polynomial f with generic coefficients. In [1] , A. Dickenstein and T. Sadykov prove by ingeneous methods that every Mellin system has reducible monodromy, i.e., is not the minimal differential system for the roots.
As it turns out, every Mellin system surjects onto an A-hypergeometric system H A (β) where the parameter β has only integral coordinates, determined by the support of f . By Theorem 3.13, the reducibility of any such H A (β), and hence the reducibility of every Mellin system can be reduced to the case β = 0. Proposition 3.16. Let A be such that it is not a pyramid over a point. (In other words, assume that vol(A) > 1.) The system H A (β) is reducible provided that β = 0.
Proof. If β = 0 then I A and E −β are both contained in the ideal ∂ A = ∂ 1 , . . . , ∂ n . Hence there is a surjection
with kernel K. Now rank is additive in short exact sequences. Since rk(H A (β)) = vol(A) > 1 = rk(D A /∂ A ), the rank of K must be positive; hence H A (β) has reducible monodromy.
We note that Mellin systems do not lead to vol(A) = 1 apart from the completely degenerate case of a monomial f .
Duality for hypergeometric systems
In this section we investigate holonomic duality of GKZ-systems. We show that in the Gorenstein case holonomic duality is a functor that preserves the set of GKZsystems. More generally, holonomic duals of GKZ-systems are GKZ-systems for all A and generic β, but for special A, β this is false. We begin with the simplest possible case, that of a Gorenstein toric variety. Recall that ε A = n j=1 a j is the canonical degree of R A . Proposition 4.1. Suppose that A is Gorenstein. Then D(H A (β) 
is a proper GKZ-system for all β, where c A is the canonical degree of S A .
Proof. We consider the duality spectral sequence (2.1). Since A is Cohen-Macaulay, we obtain duality
It is clear that any time the duality spectral sequence is used, we obtain an identification of the dual of a GKZ-system with another GKZ-system only up to a coordinate transformation. In the projective case, this transformation can be omitted.
Example 4.2. Consider the curve defined by A = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) with 0 ≤ a i ≤ a i+1 for all i. If S A is Gorenstein and if c is the largest integer in N \ NA then Ext
The shift that occurs (besides negation of β) depends not only on the obvious parameters n, d and ε A , but also on the arithmetic of the semigroup NA. For example, A = (2, 5) and A = (3, 4) have shifts by −7 − 3 and −7 − 5 respectively. Both are complete intersections and the shift is precisely minus the (homogenized) degree of the curve described (2 × 5 and 3 × 4 respectively). If A is a complete intersection on more than two powers of x then the shift is the least common multiple of the (homogenized) degrees of the defining equations.
To illustrate the difficulties that one struggles with when testing whether a given module is isomorphic to a GKZ-system, let us consider the following Example 4.3. Let A = 1 1 1 1 0 1 2 3 , and β ∈ C 2 ; then 
In particular, D(H A (β)) is a generalized A-hypergeometric system. By explicit computation one sees with M = Ext
where m 1 , m 2 are the cosets of (1, 0) and (0, 1) with degrees (−3, −5) and (−3, −4) respectively.
On the other hand, put
′′ and as long as
) is a proper A-hypergeometric system as well.
Let finally β 2 − 5 = 0, β 2 − 4 = 3β 1 − 3 · 3, so β = (10/3, 5). We view N = Ext 2 RA (S A , R A ) as the ideal in S A generated by ∂ 2 and ∂ 3 , shifted by (−2, −3) so that deg(∂ 2 ) = (−3, −4) and deg(∂ 3 ) = (−3, −5). Then
Since no element of R A / ∂ 2 , ∂ 3 , ∂ 4 has fractional degree, the endomorphism E 2 is a unit on D A / ∂ 2 , ∂ 3 , ∂ 4 (2, 3). At the same time,
The example shows that even if Ext d RA (S A , R A ) is not cyclic (as it is in the Gorenstein case), the dual of H A (β) may often be identified with a hypergeometric system. But there is an obvious difficulty in picking the right isomorphism as there does not seem to be a β-global one for non-Gorenstein A.
We consider next the case where S A is normal. Let {H 1 ≥ 0, . . . , H e ≥ 0} be the defining hyperplanes of R ≥0 A ⊆ R d .
Proposition 4.4. Suppose NA is normal. Then the set of all γ for which D(H A (γ)) is not a proper GKZ-system is contained in a finite subspace arrangement of codimension at least three. All participating subspaces are shifts of faces of R ≥0 A by lattice elements.
Proof. If A is normal then it is Cohen-Macaulay and hence the duality spectral sequence collapses:
RA (S A , R A )) up to a coordinate change. Moreover, the canonical module Ext n−d RA (S A , R A ) is the interior ideal N A of S A , with an appropriate shift. We therefore want to show that for all choices β away from a codimension three arrangement the module H 0 (β; N A ) is a proper GKZ-system. Consider the natural inclusion N A ֒→ S A and the quotient Q. This is a toric sequence and hence there is a long exact sequence
The quasi-degrees of Q are those elements of C d that sit on a complexified defining hyperplane of R ≥0 A. Hence if −β is not on any complexified defining hyperplane of R ≥0 A, then H 0 (β; N A ) and H A (β) = H 0 (β; S A ) are isomorphic.
Let now −β = 0 sit on one such hyperplane. Then there is a smallest infinite face F such that −β is a quasi-degree of F but not of any smaller face. Note that there is an infinite face N F of conv(deg(N A )) such that some shift
Let f F be a point in tdeg(N A ) sitting on F + z F . Let δ F be an element of NA in the relative interior of F itself. Then f F − l F δ F + NA will contain tdeg(N A ) for some large l F ∈ N. We hence have an injection N A ֒→ S A (l F δ F − f F ) and we let Q F be the cokernel. Now note that since t lF δF · S A (l F δ F − f F ) ⊆ S A , all components of qdeg(Q F ) are lattice shifts of CF ′ where F ′ does not contain F . Therefore, the quasi-degrees of Q F are contained in a finite union of hyperplanes of the form H j = r j,k,F where H j is a defining hyperplane of NA transversal to F and
Note that this construction depends only on the minimal face F containing −β, so there are finitely many r j,k,F . Now consider the embedding S A (−f F ) ֒→ N A . The true degrees, and hence the quasi-degrees, of the cokernel are obviously contained in a union of hyperplanes of the form H j = s j,k,F where H j (f F ) > s j,k,F ≥ min{s ∈ H j (N A )} and H j is perpendicular to F .
We conclude that for β = 0 the module H 0 (β; N A ) is isomorphic to a proper GKZ-system provided that • β is not on H j = 0 for any defining hypersurface of NA, or • for the minimal face F with −β ∈ qdeg(F ) and all H j transversal to F with H j (β) ∈ H j (ZA) we have H j (f F − l F δ F ) ≤ H j (β) < min{r ∈ H j (N A )}, or • for the minimal face F with −β ∈ qdeg(F ) and all H j transversal to F with H j (β) ∈ H j (ZA) we have H j (f F ) > H j (β) ≥ min{s ∈ H j (N A )} because in all those cases H 0 (β; Q) = 0. Hence, if β = 0 then H 0 (β; N A ) is a proper GKZ-system unless β violates all three (disjoint) conditions listed above. It remains to show that H 0 (0; N A ) is a GKZ-system. Pick an element u ∈ N A and consider 0 → S A (− deg(∂ u )) ֒→ N A → → Q → 0 for a suitable toric module Q. Suppose 0 is a quasi-degree of Q. As 0 ∈ N A , there is a face F of NA such that RF meets deg(N A ). Obviously the only face that is capable of doing this is the whole semigroup NA. On the other hand, Q is not d-dimensional since N A /S A · ∂ u ⊆ S A /S A · ∂ u is (d − 1)-dimensional. Hence β = 0 is not a quasi-degree of Q and again the long exact sequence tells us that H 0 (0; N A ) ∼ = H A (deg(∂ u )). It follows that the set of parameters for which D(H A (β)) is not a proper GKZsystem is contained in an arrangement of codimension three, and the origin is not part of this set. (1, 2) )). Then M is not a GKZ-system in the classical sense. That is, M = H B (β ′ ) for any B and β ′ .
Proof. The only candidate for B is A itself, or a matrix that is obtained from A by an action of GL(Z, 2). We may hence assume that B = A. Denote by X i the module Ext i RA (S A , R A ). So X 2 is the canonical module of the normalization of S A . 
